10th September 2021

Please remember we must follow government guidelines regarding if you or a
member of your family has COVID-19 symptoms. There is now guidance on the
school phone and please check on the government website on:
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

Welcome back to you all and particularly to our new
families!
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Fir Class Fir Class have been busy matching and
identifying teeth and their function in Science.

I spent some time with Willow and Walnut yesterday
and what lovely children have joined us. They have
settled quickly into their new classes and are
thoroughly enjoying their new topics.
I am really enjoying reading the Summer diaries. Prize
winners will be informed in a couple of weeks when I
have read them all.
I attended the parents group this week learning about
behaviour. It was very interesting and we learnt some
good tips.
I enjoyed meeting some of our new parents who are
doing an excellent job!
Have a lovely weekend!
Mrs. Weeks

We have enjoyed our first week in Year 2. We have been busy getting to know
each other and have caught up on our holiday news. In English we have been
looking at the story ‘Vlad and the Great Fire of London’. We have looked at the different characters and thought
about questions we would ask them. We then described a character from the book using adjectives. In Maths we
have been learning about two digit numbers. We have learnt how to use the greater and less than sign when
comparing two numbers. In Art we created small people using a range of different resources. We had to design our
clothes and then make them.

Cedar and Chestnut Classes
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Willow Class We have already spent a week at school
and all of the children in Willow Class have settled in
really well. We have been enjoying the garden and
playing with all of the toys in the classroom. On Monday
we stayed for lunch for the first time and all enjoyed the
choices that we made. Next week we will all be staying at
school all day.
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Elm Class

What a great first week we have had in
Elm Class! The children have settled very well and have
shown a great attitude to their learning.
In English we have started our class story - ‘The Boy,
the Mole, the Fox and the Horse’, where we have been
exploring feelings and kindness. In Maths we have
worked on place value including number line work.

In Science we have been investigating wind resistance.
In groups, the children made parachutes, with one variable being changed. They then predicted how each
parachute would fall.

Hazel Class

This has been our first full week in Hazel
Class and we have started our first book
in English. The book is called ‘Orion and the Dark’ and is
about a little boy who has lots of fears. We have talked
about his fears and also our own. For our Artsmark
project we made a worry doll and a story stick, the
children really enjoyed these activities and made some
wonderful creations. We are all looking forward to a rest
at the weekend ready for another busy week!

Walnut Class This week we have enjoyed staying
at school for lunch. The children have settled very well
into their school routine and are making friends nicely.
They all have their own spot on the carpet now for
lesson time and they have learnt where their pegs are.
What a great start!
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Ash and Maple Classes Ash and Maple Classes
have settled back into school beautifully! This week the
children particularly enjoyed making their masks in Art.

Beech Class
What a week we have had in Beech
Class! We have had lots of fun getting to know each
other and have been very busy getting stuck in with lots
of fantastic learning. A highlight of our learning this week
was the children’s amazing knowledge on a place value.
They all
worked
extremely
hard and
amazed the
teachers with
how much
they
remembered
from Year
Two. We
cannot wait
to get stuck in
with more
learning next
week!
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Holly Class

Holly Class have been very creative
over the last week! We have been thinking about our
own identities and personal journeys by creating
story sticks, animal amulets and superheroes! In
English, we have been reading ‘Orion and the Dark’
where we have been identifying our own fears and
discussing how we can help Orion overcome his!

Birch Class have had lots of fun
Birch Class
learning all about place value in Maths and are using
their super mathematical skills to place two-digit
numbers on blank number lines!
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Oak and Olive Classes Year 6 have been making a
variety of arts and crafts for Wellbeing Week this week!

Fig Class
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Elder Class This week has been full of fun activities for
Elder Class. We have begun to look at our core text ‘The
Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse’ by Charlie Mackesy,
where we have discussed the importance of kindness and
the impact it has on others. In Maths we have explored
the place value of five digit numbers. As part of our
Geography session the children really enjoyed practising
using their four and six digit grid reference knowledge
with games of Battleships and we began to investigate the
effect of air resistance during Science with our parachute
experiment.

Fig Class had a lovely start to the term with their Wellbeing Art week. From our Artsmark INSET day
with Pam who taught the teachers lots of different activities we chose to do three activities. These were making
feeling masks, creating superhero characters and ‘Who am I?’ story sticks.

